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We derive new constraints on models of decaying and annihilating dark matter (DM) by requiring
that the energy injected into the intergalactic medium (IGM) not overheat it at late times, when
measurements of the Lyman-α forest constrain the IGM temperature. We improve upon previous
analyses by using the recently developed DarkHistory code package, which self-consistently takes
into account additional photoionization and photoheating processes due to reionization and DM
sources. Our constraints are robust to the uncertainties of reionization and competitive with leading
limits on sub-GeV DM that decays preferentially to electrons. 
Introduction.—Dark matter (DM) interactions such
as annihilation or decay can inject a significant amount
of energy into the early Universe, producing observable
changes in both its ionization and temperature histories.
Changes in the free electron fraction, for example, can al-
ter the cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy
power spectrum [1–3], allowing constraints on the an-
nihilation cross section [4–15] and the decay lifetime of
DM [16–18] to be set using Planck data [19]. Constraints
based on modifications to the temperature history fo-
cus on two redshift ranges where measurement data is or
will potentially be available: (i) before hydrogen reion-
ization at z ∼ 20, and (ii) during the reionization epoch
at 2 . z . 6. In the former redshift range, the 21-cm
global signal [18, 20–24] and power spectrum [25, 26] have
been shown to be powerful probes of DM energy injec-
tion, and have the potential to be the leading constraint
on the decay lifetime of sub-GeV DM [21]. In the latter
range, measurements of the intergalactic medium (IGM)
temperature derived from Lyman-α flux power spec-
tra [27, 28] and Lyman-α absorption features in quasar
spectra [29, 30] have been used to constrain the s-wave
annihilation cross section [31], the p-wave annihilation
cross section, and the decay lifetime of DM [18, 32, 33].
The IGM temperature can also be used to set limits on
the kinetic mixing parameter for ultralight dark pho-
ton DM [34–36] and the mass of primordial black hole
DM [37].
In this Letter, we revisit the constraints on p-wave an-
nihilating and decaying dark matter from the IGM tem-
perature measurements during reionization. This work
is timely for two reasons. First and foremost, the de-
velopment of DarkHistory [38] allows us to improve on
the results of Refs. [31–33] considerably. We can now
self-consistently take into account the positive feedback
that increased ionization levels have on the IGM heat-
ing efficiency of DM energy injection processes. This ef-
fect can give rise to large corrections in the predicted
IGM temperature [38] during reionization. Furthermore,
DarkHistory can solve for the temperature evolution of
the IGM in the presence of both astrophysical reioniza-
tion sources and dark matter energy injection; previous
work only set constraints assuming no reionization [31]
or a rudimentary treatment of reionization and the en-
ergy deposition efficiency [32, 33]. Second, experimental
results published since Refs. [31–33] have considerably
improved our knowledge of the Universe during and af-
ter reionization. These include:
1. Planck constraints on reionization. The low multi-
pole moments of the Planck power spectrum pro-
vide information on the process of reionization, con-
straining not just the total optical depth to the sur-
face of last scattering, but also the evolution of the
ionization fraction with redshift [19]. In particular,
Planck provides 68th and 95th percentiles for the
ionization fraction in the range 6 . z . 30 using
three different models [39, 40], arriving at qualita-
tively similar results.
2. New determinations of the IGM temperature. By
comparing mock Lyman-α power spectra produced
by a large grid of hydrodynamical simulations
to power spectra calculated [41] based on quasar
spectra measured by BOSS [42], HIRES [43, 44],
MIKE [45], and XQ-100 [46], Ref. [47] (hereafter
Walther+) determined the IGM temperature at
mean density in the range 1.8 < z < 5.4, over-
coming a degeneracy between gas density and de-
duced temperature that hampered previous anal-
yses [28, 48]. More recently, Ref. [49] (hereafter
Gaikwad+) fit the observed width distribution of
the Lyα transmission spikes to simulation results,
enabling a determination of the IGM temperature
at mean density in the 5.4 < z < 5.8 redshift
range, again with only a weak dependence on the
temperature-density relation.
These improvements to both the understanding of en-
ergy deposition and the ionization/temperature histories
are combined in our analysis into robust constraints on
DM p-wave annihilation rates and decay lifetimes. These
constraints are competitive in the light DM mass regime
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2(. 10 GeV) with existing limits on DM decay from the
CMB anisotropy power spectrum [17] and are comple-
mentary to indirect detection limits [50–53], being less
sensitive to systematics associated with the galactic halo
profile and interstellar cosmic ray propagation.
In the rest of this Letter, we introduce the IGM ion-
ization and temperature evolution equations, discuss the
data and statistical tests used, and finally present our
new constraints. We also include Supplemental Materi-
als that provide additional details to support our main
text. For reproducibility, we include links to the code
used to generate our figures, indicated by this icon 6.
Ionization and temperature histories.— In this sec-
tion, we write down the equations governing the evolu-
tion of the IGM temperature, Tm, and the IGM hydrogen
ionization level, xHII ≡ nHII/nH, where nH is the num-
ber density of both neutral and ionized hydrogen. The
ionization evolution equation is:
x˙HII = x˙
atom
HII + x˙
DM
HII + x˙
?
HII . (1)
Here, x˙atomHII corresponds to atomic processes, i.e. recom-
bination and collisional ionization, which depend in a
straightforward way on the ionization and temperature
of the IGM, while x˙DMHII is the contribution to ionization
from DM energy injection. These terms are discussed in
detail in Ref. [38], and are given in full in the Supplemen-
tal Materials, as well as a completely analogous HeII evo-
lution equation. The remaining term, x˙?HII, corresponds
to the contribution to photoionization from astrophysical
sources of reionization. This term will inevitably source
photoheating, which will be important for the IGM tem-
perature evolution equation (discussed below). x˙?HII can
in principle be determined given a model of astrophysical
sources of reionization, but there are large uncertainties
associated with these sources. For example, the fraction
of ionizing photons that escape into the IGM from their
galactic sites of production is highly uncertain, ranging
from essentially 0 to 1 depending on the model [54].
Instead, we rely on the Planck constraints on the pro-
cess of reionization to fix the form of x˙e, allowing us
to fix x˙?HII while remaining agnostic about astrophysical
sources of reionization. Specifically, we begin by choosing
a late time ionization history, xPle (z) for z < 30, within
the 95% confidence region determined using either the
“Tanh” or “FlexKnot” model adopted by Planck [19]. We
then make the common assumption that during hydrogen
reionization HI and HeI have identical ionization frac-
tions due to their similar ionizing potentials, but that
helium remains only singly ionized due to HeII’s deeper
ionization potential [55]. These assumptions allow us to
set xPlHII = x
Pl
e /(1 +χ), where χ ≡ nHe/nH is the primor-
dial ratio of helium atoms to hydrogen atoms. Given a
choice of xPle (z) we can then rearrange Eq. (1) to set
x˙?HII =
(
x˙Ple
1 + χ
− x˙atomHII − x˙DMHII
)
θ(z? − z) , (2)
where θ is a step function that enforces x˙?HII = 0 at suf-
ficiently early redshifts when astrophysical reionization
sources do not exist yet. To fix z?, notice that at early
times when x˙?HII is turned off, ionization due to DM en-
ergy injection produces xe(z) ≥ xPle (z). Since DM cannot
significantly reionize the universe [33], there will exist a
redshift past which xe(z) < xPle (z) if we do not turn on
x˙?HII. We define z
? to be this cross-over redshift where
xe(z
?) = xPle (z
?).
Thus, for any given DM model and xPle we can
use Eq. (2) to construct ionization histories that self-
consistently include the effects of DM energy injection
and reionization simultaneously. We do not require the
astrophysics that produces x˙?HII to obey any constraint
other than x˙?HII ≥ 0, which maximizes freedom in the
reionization model and leads to more conservative DM
constraints.
The IGM temperature history can similarly be de-
scribed by a differential equation:
T˙m = T˙adia + T˙C + T˙DM + T˙atom + T˙
? , (3)
where T˙adia is the adiabatic cooling term, T˙C is the
heating/cooling term from Compton scattering with the
CMB, T˙DM is the heating contribution from DM energy
injection, and T˙atom comprises all relevant atomic cool-
ing processes. These terms are also fully described in
Ref. [38], and included in the Supplemental Materials for
completeness. We stress that T˙DM is computed, using
DarkHistory [38], as a function of both redshift and ion-
ization fraction xe, self-consistently taking into account
the strong dependence of T˙DM on xe, and strengthening
the constraints we derive.
The remaining term, T˙ ?, accounts for photoheating
that accompanies the process of photoionization, as de-
scribed in Eq. (2). We adopt two different prescriptions
for treating the photoheating rate, which we name ‘con-
servative’ and ‘photoheated’. In the ‘conservative’ treat-
ment, we simply set T˙ ? = 0. This treatment produces
highly robust constraints on DM energy injection since
the uncertainties of the reionization source modeling do
not appear in our calculation. Any non-trivial model
would only serve to increase the temperature of the IGM,
strengthening our constraints.
In the ‘photoheated’ treatment, we implement a two-
stage reionization model. In the first stage — prior to the
completion of HI/HeI reionization — we follow a simple
parametrization adopted in e.g. Refs. [47, 55, 56] and
take T˙ ? = x˙?HII(1 + χ)∆T for some constant ∆T . This
parameter is expected to be within the range 2× 104 K–
3× 104 K based on analytic arguments [57] and simula-
tions [58, 59]. We will either restrict ∆T ≥ 0 or impose
a physical prior of ∆T ≥ 2× 104 K in what we call our
‘photoheated-I’ or ‘photoheated-II’ constraints, respec-
tively.
In the second stage — after reionization is complete
— the IGM becomes optically thin. In this regime,
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FIG. 1. The ionization history (Left) and IGM temperature history (Right) as functions of redshift. The left plot shows the
ionization history in the absence of DM energy injection and reionization sources (solid black), the 95% confidence region for
Planck’s FlexKnot (shaded blue) and Tanh (shaded red) reionization histories, and the ionization history in the presence of
both DM energy injection and reionization sources that produce Planck’s earliest (solid purple) and latest (dashed magenta)
FlexKnot histories at late times. The right plot shows the temperature history assuming (i) DM decay and the ‘conservative’
treatment of T˙ ?, (ii) the ‘photoheated’ treatment and no DM energy injection, and (iii) the ‘photoheated’ treatment with DM
decay. (i) and (iii) assume a DM mass of 1 GeV and decay to e+e− pairs with a lifetime of 1025 s while (ii) and (iii) assume the
latest FlexKnot reionization history and use parameter values (∆T, αbk) = (24 665 K, 0.57) and (0 K, 1.5), respectively. Also
included are the data from Ref. [47] (black bars) and Ref. [49] (blue bars), where the solid data constitute our fiducial data set.
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reionization-only models find that the IGM is, to a good
approximation, in photoionization equilibrium [60]. The
photoheating rate in this limit is specified completely
by the spectral index αbk of the average specific inten-
sity Jν [with units eV s−1 Hz−1 sr−1 cm−2] of the ion-
izing background near the HI ionization threshold, i.e.
Jν ∝ ν−αbk [56, 59]. By considering a range of reion-
ization source models and using measurements of the
column-density distribution of intergalactic hydrogen ab-
sorbers, the authors of Ref. [59] bracketed the range of
αbk to be within −0.5 < αbk < 1.5, which we will use in
our analysis.
In summary, the ‘photoheated’ prescription is
T˙ ? =

x˙?HII(1 + χ)∆T , xHII < 0.99 ,∑
i
Eixi
3(γi − 1 + αbk)αA,inH , xHII ≥ 0.99 ,
(4)
where the summation is taken over HI and HeI (but
not HeII), with ionization potential Ei, power-law in-
dex for the photoionization cross section at threshold γi,
and αA,i equal to the case-A recombination coefficient for
species i. The values of these parameters can be found in
Ref. [59]. The ‘photoheated’ model is therefore fully spec-
ified by two parameters, ∆T and αbk. Additionally, once
HI/HeI reionization is complete, we set 1−xe = 4× 10−5,
which is approximately its measured value [61]. This
small fraction of neutral HI and HeI atoms dramati-
cally decreases the photoionization rate relative to its
pre-reionization value for photons of energy 13.6 eV <
Eγ < 54.4 eV injected by DM. Consequently, there
is a non-negligible unabsorbed fraction of photons in
each timestep, exp
(
−∑i∈{HI,HeI} niσioni (Eγ)∆t), where
σioni (Eγ) is the photoionization cross-section for species i
at photon energy Eγ . We modify DarkHistory to prop-
agate these photons to the next timestep.
To demonstrate the effects of DM energy injection and
our reionization modeling, we show in Fig. 1 example his-
tories obtained by integrating Eqs. (1) and (3) for both
the ‘conservative’ and ‘photoheated’ treatments, with
and without DM decay. The left plot shows how our
method can produce ionization histories that both take
into account the extra ionization caused by DM energy
injection and also vary over Planck’s 95% confidence re-
gion for the late-time ionization levels. The right panel
shows our best fit temperature history assuming no DM
energy injection, the ‘photoheated’ treatment, and the
Planck FlexKnot curve with the latest reionization. This
history is a good fit to the fiducial data, with a total χ2
of about 5. Additionally, once DM is added we show a
model that is just consistent with our (95% confidence)
‘conservative’ constraints but ruled out by the ‘photo-
heated’ constraints.
Comparison with data.— We compare our computed
temperature histories with IGM temperature data ob-
tained from Walther+ [47] within the range 1.8 < z < 5.4
and Gaikwad+ [49] within 5.4 < z < 5.8. To construct
our fiducial IGM temperature dataset, we only consider
data points with redshifts z > 3.6 (see Fig. 1, solid data
points) since these redshifts are well separated from the
redshift of full HeII reionization [28], allowing us to safely
use the transfer functions that DarkHistory currently
uses, which assume xHeIII = 0. By neglecting HeII reion-
ization and its significant heating of the IGM [54] we
derive more conservative constraints. Additionally, the
two Walther+ data points above z = 4.6 are in tension
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with the Gaikwad+ result; we discard them in favor of
the higher Tm values reported by Gaikwad+, since this
results in less stringent limits.
To assess the agreement between a computed temper-
ature history and our fiducial temperature dataset using
our ‘conservative’ method, we perform a modified χ2 test.
Specifically, our test statistic only penalizes DM mod-
els that overheat the IGM relative to the data, which
accounts for the fact that any non-trivial photoheating
model would only result in less agreement with the data,
whereas DM models that underheat the IGM could be
brought into agreement with the data given a specific
photoheating model. We define the following test statis-
tic for the ith IGM temperature bin:
TSi =

0 , Ti,pred < Ti,data ,(
Ti,pred − Ti,data
σi,data
)2
, Ti,pred ≥ Ti,data ,
(5)
where Ti,data is the fiducial IGM temperature measure-
ment, Ti,pred is the predicted IGM temperature given a
DM model and photoheating prescription, and σi,data is
the 1σ upper error bar from the fiducial IGM tempera-
ture data. We then construct a global test statistic for all
of the bins, simply given by TS =
∑
i TSi. Assuming the
data points {Ti,data} are each independent, Gaussian ran-
dom variables with standard deviation given by σi,data,
the probability density function of TS given some model
{Ti,pred} is given by
f(TS|{Ti,pred}) = 1
2N
N∑
n=0
N !
n!(N − n)!fχ2(TS;n) . (6)
N is the total number of temperature bins and fχ2(x;n)
is the χ2-distribution with argument x and number of
degrees-of-freedom n, where the n = 0 case is defined to
be a Dirac delta function, fχ2(x; 0) ≡ δ(x). The hypothe-
sis that the data {Ti,data} is consistent with the {Ti,pred}
can then be accepted or rejected at the 95% confidence
level based on Eq. (6). See the Supplemental Materials
for more details.
For our ‘photoheated’ constraints, we perform a stan-
dard χ2 goodness-of-fit test. For any given DM model we
marginalize over the photoheating model parameters by
finding the ∆T and αbk values that minimize the total χ2
subject to the constraints ∆T ≥ 0 (‘photoheated-I’) or
2× 104 K (‘photoheated-II’) and −0.5 < αbk < 1.5. We
then accept or reject DM models at the 95% confidence
level using a χ2 test with 6 degrees of freedom (8 data
points - 2 model parameters).
Fig. 2 shows constraints for two classes of DM mod-
els: DM that decays or p-wave annihilates to e+e−.
Our p-wave annihilation cross-section is defined by σv =
(σv)ref×(v/vref)2 with vref = 100 km s−1. We also use the
NFW boost factor for p-wave annihilation calculated in
Ref. [33]. Although we only show constraints for e+e− fi-
nal states, our method applies to any other final state (see
the Supplemental Materials). The blue, red, and orange
regions are excluded by our ‘conservative,’ ‘photoheated-
I,’ and ‘photoheated-II’ constraints, respectively. The
‘photoheated’ limits are generally a factor of 2− 8 times
stronger than the ‘conservative’ constraints.
The thickness of the darkly shaded bands correspond
to the variation in the constraints when we vary xPle in
Eq. (2) over the 95% confidence region of Planck’s Flex-
Knot and Tanh late-time ionization curves. The ‘con-
servative’ and ‘photoheated-I’ bands are narrow, demon-
strating that the uncertainty in the late-time ionization
curve is not an important uncertainty for these treat-
ments. However, the ‘photoheated-II’ treatment shows
a larger spread, since the larger values of ∆T imposed
by the prior significantly increase the rate of heating at
5z ∼ 6, making the earliest temperature data points more
constraining, and increasing the sensitivity to the ion-
ization history at z ' 6. A better understanding of the
process of reionization could therefore enhance our con-
straints significantly.
Our ‘conservative’ constraints for decay to e+e− are
the strongest constraints in the DM mass range ∼
1 MeV− 10 MeV and competitive at around 1 GeV while
our p-wave constraints are competitive in the range ∼
1 MeV − 10 MeV. For higher masses, constraints from
Voyager I observations of interstellar cosmic rays are or-
ders of magnitude stronger for both p-wave [53] and de-
cay [52]. Constraints from X/γ-ray telescopes [50, 51, 62,
64] are stronger than ours for mχ > 1 GeV and compa-
rable for mχ < 1 GeV.
Importantly, all three types of constraints are affected
by different systematics. The telescope constraints are af-
fected by uncertainties in our galactic halo profile while
Voyager’s are affected by uncertainties in cosmic ray
propagation. The p-wave boost factor is relatively in-
sensitive to many details of structure formation, since it
is dominated by the largest DM halos, which are well re-
solved in simulations (see the Supplemental Materials).
A more important systematic comes from our assump-
tion of homogeneity. We assume that energy injected
into the IGM spreads quickly and is deposited homoge-
neously, when in reality injected particles may be unable
to efficiently escape their sites of production within ha-
los [65, 66]. We leave a detailed exploration of these
inhomogeneity effects for future work.
Conclusion— We have described a method to self-
consistently construct ionization and IGM temperature
histories in the presence of reionization sources and DM
energy injection by utilizing Planck’s measurement of the
late-time ionization level of the IGM. We construct two
types of constraints for models of DM decay and p-wave
annihilation. For the first ‘conservative’ type of con-
straint, we assume that reionization sources can ionize
the IGM but not heat it, resulting in constraints that are
robust to the uncertainties of reionization. For the sec-
ond ‘photoheated’ type of constraint, we use a simple but
well-motivated photoheating model that gives stronger
limits than the ‘conservative’ constraints by roughly a
factor of 2−8. We expect that as the uncertainties on the
IGM temperature measurements shrink, and as reioniza-
tion and photoheating models become more constrained,
these ‘photoheated’ constraints will strengthen consider-
ably.
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In the following sections we provide more detail about
the IGM temperature and ionization evolution equations,
describe several cross-checks that we performed on the
results we show in the main text, and derive the distri-
bution for the modified χ2 test used in our ‘conservative’
constraints.
TERMS IN THE EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
In this section we provide explicit expressions for the
terms appearing in Eq. (1) and (3) and explicitly write
down the helium ionization evolution equations. Starting
with the non-DM temperature sources,
T˙adia = −2HTm ,
T˙C = −ΓC(TCMB − Tm) , (7)
where H is the Hubble parameter, TCMB is the temper-
ature of the CMB, and ΓC is the Compton cooling rate
ΓC =
xe
1 + χ+ xe
8σTarT
4
CMB
3me
. (8)
Here, σT is the Thomson cross section, ar is the radi-
ation constant, and me is the electron mass. The DM
temperature source is given by
T˙DM =
2fheat(z,x)
3(1 + χ+ xe)nH
(
dE
dV dt
)inj
(9)
where fheat(z,x) is the deposition efficiency fraction into
heating of the IGM as a function of redshift z and a vec-
tor, x, storing the ionization levels of HI and HeII, which
is computed by DarkHistory.
(
dE
dV dt
)inj
is the total
amount of energy injected per volume per time through
DM decays or annihilations. Finally, T˙atom is given by
the sum of the recombination, collisional ionization, colli-
sional excitation, and bremsstrahlung cooling rate fitting
functions given in Appendix B4 of Ref. [67]. In Fig. 3, we
plot these rates for a model of DM decaying to photons
with a lifetime of 2× 1022 s and mχ = 800 MeV. We set
xPle to Planck’s latest FlexKnot ionization history and use
the ‘conservative’ treatment for the photoheating term.
Fig. 3 demonstrates that in a hot and reionized universe,
cooling processes that were once negligible become im-
portant and possibly dominant.
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FIG. 3. The absolute value of the atomic cooling rates in-
cluded in T˙atom, the adiabatic cooling rate, and the DM heat-
ing rate. We assume a model of DM decaying to photons
with a lifetime of 2× 1022 s and mχ = 800 MeV. The blue
line corresponds to the sum of all cooling rates while the red
corresponds to the DM heating rate, the only source of heat-
ing in the ‘conservative’ treatment. 6
Moving on to the ionization equations, we write down
the helium version of Eq. (1),
x˙HeII = x˙
atom
HeII + x˙
DM
HeII + x˙
?
HeII ,
xHeIII = 0 , (10)
8where xHeII ≡ nHeII/nH is the density of singly-ionized
helium atoms in the IGM normalized to the density of
hydrogen atoms, and xHeIII is defined similarly. As ex-
plained above, the second of these two equations reflects
the fact that there are negligibly few fully ionized helium
atoms in the IGM over the redshifts under consideration
in our analysis. Therefore we only need to keep track of
the relative levels of HeI and HeII using the first equation.
Similarly to the x˙?HII term, we have engineered the astro-
physical reionization source term to turn off for z > z?
and produce a helium ionization curve that is equal to
χ
1+χx
Pl
e (z) for z < z?. In other words,x˙HeII = x˙
atom
HeII + x˙
DM
HeII , z > z
? ,
xHeII =
χ
1 + χ
xPle (z) , z < z
? .
(11)
Notice that we do not need to know the explicit form of
x˙?HeII in contrast to x˙
?
HII, which we need to compute to
evaluate T˙ ? in Eq. (4). Due to this simplified treatment,
xHeII can be discontinuous at z?; we have tested alter-
native prescriptions and found negligible effects on our
constraints.
The atomic sources contain a contribution from pho-
toionization and a contribution from recombination. For
z > z?, we assume a case-B scenario [68–70],
x˙atomHII = 4 CH
[
(1− xHII)βBH e−EH/TCMB − nH xe xHII αBH
]
x˙atomHeII = 4
∑
s
CHeII,s
[
gs(χ− xHeI)βBHeI,se−EHeI,s/TCMB
− nH xe xHeII αBHeI,s
]
, (12)
where Ei, βBi , αBi , and Ci are, respectively, the binding
energy, case-B photoionization coefficient (including the
gaussian fudge factor used in RECFAST v1.5.2), case-
B recombination coefficient, and Peebles Ci factor for
species i ∈ {H;HeI, singlet;HeI, triplet} [71]. Notice,
there is a sum over both spin states of the two electrons
in the excited HeI atom. For the spin singlet, g1 = 1 and
EHeI,1 = 20.616 eV, while for the spin triplet state g3 = 3
and EHeI,3 = 19.820 eV.
When z < z?, we assume a case-A scenario, which is
applicable during reionization [67]:
x˙atomHII = nH (1− xHII)xe ΓeHI − nH xe xHII αAHII . (13)
The collisional ionization rate, ΓeHI, and case-A recom-
bination coefficient, αAHII, can be found in Ref. [67]. No-
tice that the case-A photoionization term from CMB
photons is not included because it is exponentially sup-
pressed at these low redshifts, and that the photoion-
ization term from astrophysical reionization sources is
already accounted for in x˙?HII. Additionally, we do not
need the analogous HeII version of Eq. (13) since at these
redshifts we have assumed xHeII = χxHII.
The DM ionization source terms are given by
x˙DMHII =
[
fH ion(z,x)
EHnH
+
(1− CH)fexc(z,x)
0.75EHnH
](
dE
dV dt
)inj
,
x˙DMHeII =
fHe ion(z,x)
EHeInHe
(
dE
dV dt
)inj
,
x˙DMHeIII = 0 , (14)
where fH ion(z,x), fHe ion(z,x), fexc(z,x) are the depo-
sition efficiency fractions into hydrogen ionization, single
neutral helium ionization, and hydrogen excitation cal-
culated by DarkHistory.
PHOTON CONSTRAINTS
In this section we provide constraints for DM decay
and p-wave annihilation to γγ. Fig. 4 shows both of these
constraints using the ‘conservative’ (blue), ‘photoheated-
I’ (red), or ‘photoheated-II’ treatments (orange). As in
the main text, the p-wave annihilation cross-section is de-
fined by σv = (σv)ref × (v/vref)2 with vref = 100 km s−1
and we use the NFW boost factor for p-wave annihila-
tion calculated in Ref. [33], which accounts for enhanced
annihilation due to increased DM density and dispersion
velocity in halos. Just as in the main text, the darkly
shaded blue, red, and orange bands show the variation
of our constraints as we vary xPle in Eq. (2) over the 95%
confidence region of Planck’s FlexKnot and Tanh late-
time ionization curves. As before, the ‘conservative’ and
‘photoheated-I’ bands are narrow, demonstrating an in-
sensitivity to the precise form of the reionization curve,
while the ‘photoheated-II’ curve is broader for the rea-
sons discussed in the main text.
The photon final state constraints are less competitive
with existing constraints than are the e+e− constraints.
For example, CMB constraints [17] are stronger for all
masses in the decay channel. Additionally, telescope con-
straints (see e.g. Refs. [73–77]) are many orders of mag-
nitude stronger than ours since telescopes can search di-
rectly for the produced photons, in contrast to our tem-
perature constraints that indirectly look for the effects
that these photons have on the IGM.
Our γγ constraints are weaker than our e+e− con-
straints because the photoionization probability is small
(equivalently, the path length is long) for the redshifts
and photon energies of interest. In contrast, electrons
can efficiently heat the gas either through direct Coulomb
interactions (for non-relativistic and mildly relativistic
electrons) or through inverse Compton scattering that
produces efficiently-ionizing photons (for higher-energy
electrons).
We could also produce constraints for any other Stan-
dard Model particle final state, but we expect only the
final states that produce many low-energy electrons will
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FIG. 4. Constraints for decay (left) or p-wave annihilation (right) to γγ pairs with vref = 100 km s−1. We show our constraints
using the ‘conservative’ (blue band), ‘photoheated-I’ (red band), and ‘photoheated-II’ (orange band) treatments. We also
include the CMB constraint for decay [17] (dashed-black). Telescope constraints [73–77] are many orders of magnitude stronger
than ours, and are not shown for clarity. 6
be competitive. Therefore of all Standard Model final
states we expect muons and charged pions to have the
most competitive bounds. We leave these constraints to
future work.
CROSS CHECKS
Here, we provide cross checks to validate the assump-
tions we made in our analysis. First, we will validate
maintaining xHeIII = 0 after H and HeI reionization de-
spite DM injecting HeII ionizing photons. Second, we
will check that our p-wave constraints are insensitive to
the uncertainty in the halo boost factor coming from the
halo profile. Finally, we will validate our use of ionization
histories that feature significant ionization levels prior to
reionization, by checking that they do not violate con-
straints on the total z < 50 optical depth.
Treatment of HeIII
In calculating the constraints shown in Fig. 2, we as-
sume that there is no ionization of HeII to HeIII – i.e.
xHeIII = 0 – consistent with the assumptions that went
into the making of DarkHistory’s transfer functions. We
still account for energy deposition through ionization of
HeII by allowing photons with energies Eγ > 54.4 eV to
be absorbed by HeII atoms, thus producing electrons of
energy Eγ − 54.4 eV that thermalize with the IGM. This
is not entirely self-consistent because these photoioniza-
tion events would gradually increase the fraction of HeII
atoms as they convert into HeIII atoms. Having fewer
HeII atoms could then affect our constraints by decreas-
ing the heating deposition fraction, since fewer photoion-
ized electrons could be produced and thermalize with the
IGM.
We test our sensitivity of our constraints to this ap-
proximation by adding a new x˙HeIII source term and ac-
counting for recombination photons once HI/HeI reion-
ization is complete. We restrict this correction to after
HI/HeI reionization because it is expected to make the
biggest difference in the heating rate then, since HeII
atoms are the only possible source of photoionized elec-
trons at this point, and because the temperature data we
use are primarily in this redshift range.
To apply our correction, we first modify Eq. (14) to
track the fully ionized helium fraction,
x˙HeIII =
fHe ion(z,x)
4EHenHe
(
dE
dV dt
)inj
+ nH (χ− xHeIII)xe ΓeHeII
− nH xe xHeIII αAHeIII , (15)
where the deposition fraction fHe ion(z,x) computed by
DarkHistory accounts for the total energy deposited into
HeII ionization and ΓeHeII is the collisional ionization rate
of HeII [67]. We then compute the fraction of HeIII atoms
that recombines within a timestep of the code, ∆t,
fHeIIIrecomb = 1− e−α
A
HeIIIxHeIIIne∆t . (16)
We convert this fraction to a number density of 54.4 eV
photons (normalized by the baryon number density)
emitted by HeIII atoms in this time step
NHeIIIrecomb = f
HeIII
recombnHeIII/nB , (17)
then add these photons to DarkHistory’s low energy
photon spectrum within that time step.
Fig. 5 shows a comparison of constraints for dark mat-
ter decaying to electrons, where the two curves either
allow for a non-zero HeIII fraction (light blue) or do not
(blue). The difference in constraints is always less than
1%, and so is not an important source of error in our
analysis.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of ‘conservative’ constraints for decay
to electrons, including and not including the effects of HeII
ionization after HI/HeI reionization. Both constraints were
generated assuming Planck’s earliest Tanh reionization his-
tory. 6
Boost factor for p-wave annihilation
The boost factor due to enhanced density and veloc-
ity dispersion in halos depends on the halo profile cho-
sen. However, in Ref. [33], the boost factor was found
to be highly robust to this choice, since the main contri-
bution to the boost factor comes from the largest halos,
which are fully resolved in N -body simulations. We find
that the difference in our constraints made by using the
Einasto p-wave boost factor rather than the NFW p-wave
boost factor from Ref. [33] is negligibly small, resulting in
a modification of no more than 0.5% to our constraints.
Notice that the two boost factors only vary over the halo
mass function and halo profile, and do not include uncer-
tainties due to mergers, asphericity, etc.
Optical depth
In this section, we discuss the relation between temper-
ature and ionization constraints, focusing in particular
on the complementarity of these constraints. One might
worry that scenarios excluded by excess heating of the
IGM are strictly a subset of those excluded by the ion-
ization history. In some cases, the DM contribution to
the optical depth τ before reionization, combined with
one of the Planck reionization models, can exceed the
Planck limit on τ . DM energy injection starts to increase
the ionization fraction and temperature immediately af-
ter recombination, and so our computed ionization his-
tories will always be in excess of Planck’s reionization
curves at early enough redshifts.
To some extent, these worries have already been ad-
dressed by the fact that the temperature constraints can
sometimes be stronger than the CMB power spectrum
constraints for DM decays as derived in Refs. [17], which
account for the effect of excess ionization on the full mul-
tipole structure of the CMB power spectrum. For sim-
plicity, however, we would like to compare the IGM tem-
perature constraints derived in the main body with limits
on the ionization history coming simply from the Planck
upper limit on τ .
Given an ionization history xe(z), the optical depth is
τ = nH,0σT
∫ zmax
0
dz xe(z)
(1 + z)2
H(z)
, (18)
where σT is the Thomson cross-section and zmax is set
to 50, as is done in Ref. [19]. The 68% upper bound on
the optical depth from Planck assuming a tanh function
reionization history is τ = 0.0549 [19]. To derive a con-
straint, we compute an ionization history in the presence
of DM energy injection and exclude it if the history’s
optical depth is greater than 0.0549.
Clearly, these optical depth constraints will be highly
sensitive to the reionization curve we choose. For exam-
ple, if we were to use the earliest Tanh reionization curve
that already saturates the optical depth bound we would
rule out all DM models since they all increase τ . On
the other hand, we saw that our temperature constraints
were very weakly dependent on the choice of reionization
curve. For a fair comparison, we choose a reionization
history with the smallest optical depth. While we could
choose the latest Tanh reionization curve, we instead fol-
low the instantaneous reionization method described in
Ref. [33] so that we can compare to older optical depth
constraints. We will assume an instantaneous HI/HeI
reionization at z = 6, then an instantaneous HeII reion-
ization at z = 3, but no other sources of reionization
other than DM for z > 6. The optical depth contributed
by the range 0 < z < 6 is 0.384,1 meaning that DM mod-
els that contribute more than δτ = 0.0165 to the optical
depth within the range 6 < z < 50 will be ruled out.
Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the optical depth con-
straint in blue to the IGM temperature constraint in red,
as well as to a previous constraint made with Planck in-
termediate results [33], which measured τ = 0.058±0.012
and is represented by the dashed curve [78]. We see
that across most of the mass range, the two methods
of constraining dark matter parameters are comparable,
but there is a large range of DM masses over which the
temperature constraints do better than the optical depth
limits. To summarize, since the IGM temperature con-
straints are insensitive to the exact ionization history
1 This is nearly equivalent to using the earliest Tanh reionization
history, which has an optical depth contribution of 0.383 to the
same redshift range.
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during reionization, they probe a different aspect of en-
ergy injection from DM that is distinct from ionization-
based constraints like optical depth and the CMB power
spectrum. Finally, we show for reference an older optical
depth constraint across all masses [33], which calculated
δτ by integrating over the excess ionization fraction over
the standard three-level atom result up to recombination,
following the method in Ref. [31].
TEST STATISTICS
In this section, we derive the distribution of the modi-
fied χ2-like test statistic (TS) that we use in conjunction
with the ‘conservative’ treatment of the T˙ ? photoheat-
ing term (i.e. T˙ ? = 0). We are working in a frequentist
framework, so we wish to evaluate the probability distri-
bution for the TS defined in Eq. (5), when assuming a
certain pattern of heating due to DM energy injection.
We can then say that this scenario is excluded if the TS
observed in the real data is sufficiently unlikely. We make
the assumption that the data points in different redshift
bins are independent and Gaussian distributed.
Suppose that there are N redshift bins, and in the
ith bin the temperature value Ti,data is drawn from a
Gaussian distribution with mean Ti,pred and standard
deviation σi,data. There is then a 50% chance that
Ti,data > Ti,pred, so the probability distribution for TSi
as defined in Eq. (5) is:
f(TSi|Ti,pred) = 1
2
δ(TSi) + P (Ti,data)
d(Ti,data)
d(TSi)
=
1
2
δ(TSi) +
1
2
√
2pi
TS−1/2i exp(−TSi/2) ,
(19)
where δ is the Dirac delta function. Let the χ2 proba-
bility distribution function with j degrees of freedom be
denoted by fχ2(TS; j). Then one can rewrite this distri-
bution in terms of the χ2 distribution with one degree of
freedom:
f(TSi|Ti,pred) = 1
2
δ(TSi) +
1
2
fχ2(TSi; 1) . (20)
Now we want to know the distribution for the total TS
value from combining the bins (assuming uncorrelated
data), TS ≡∑i TSi. We can write:
f(TS|{Ti,pred}) =
[
N∏
i=1
∫ ∞
0
dTSi f(TSi|Ti,pred)
]
× δ(TS−
N∑
j=1
TSj)
=
[
N∏
i=1
∫ ∞
0
dTSi
[
δ(TSi) + fχ2(TSi; 1)
]]
× 1
2N
δ(TS−
N∑
j=1
TSj) . (21)
Expanding the product inside the integrals gives a
sum of terms, which each consist of a product of delta-
functions and fχ2 functions. For a term with n delta-
functions, the delta-functions can be used to do n of the
integrals, resulting in a term of the form: N∏
j=n+1
∫ ∞
0
dTSijfχ2(TSij ; 1)
 δ(TS− N∑
k=n+1
TSik) ,
(22)
where n can take on values from 0 to N , and
in+1, in+2, · · · , iN are a collection of indices between 1
and N for this particular term. However, this is ex-
actly the standard probability distribution function for
the sum of the χ2 test statistic over N − n bins, so we
can write it as fχ2(TS;N − n).
The coefficient of each such term will be the number
of ways of choosing which n indices correspond to δ-
function terms as opposed to the N − n indices labeling
fχ2(TSi; 1) contributions – which is the binomial coeffi-
cient
(
N
n
)
. Since
(
N
n
)
=
(
N
N−n
)
, we can write:
f(TS|{Ti,pred}) = 1
2N
N∑
n=0
(
N
n
)
fχ2(TS;n) . (23)
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This completes the proof of Eq. (6).
Note that this expression integrates correctly to 1, as∫
dTSfχ2(TS;n) = 1 and
∑N
n=0
(
N
n
)
= 2N . The largest
binomial coefficients
(
N
n
)
will occur for n ≈ N/2, and so
we may approximate the distribution as a χ2 distribution
with N/2 degrees of freedom. However, for the actual
constraints in the main text we use the full distribution,
rather than this approximation.
We can also understand this distribution by thinking of
TS as the standard χ2 test statistic, in the presence of a
model for the data where each redshift bin contains an ir-
reducible (dark matter) contribution plus a non-negative
but otherwise arbitrary increase to the temperature from
photoheating. If we profile over the nuisance parame-
ters describing the unknown astrophysics, we see that
the minimum χ2 will be attained when:
• in bins where the irreducible contribution from
dark matter already exceeds the measured temper-
ature, extra contributions from photoheating are
set to zero; the contribution to the TS is the usual
χ2 computed using the irreducible model and the
data,
• in bins where the irreducible contribution from
dark matter does not exceed the measured tem-
perature, the additional photoheating contribution
is chosen to precisely match the data, and conse-
quently the contribution to the TS is zero.
This is exactly the prescription for our modified TS,
Eq. (5).
Because this is a standard χ2 test, just with a flexible
background model, the probability distribution for the
TS should follow that of a χ2 distribution with N − m
degrees of freedom, where m is the number of floated
parameters in the fit. The number of floated parameters
for this signal model is the number of bins where the
data is greater than the irreducible model, which can
vary from 0 to N ; thus the full probability distribution is
obtained as a linear combination of χ2 distributions with
degrees of freedom varying from 0 to N .
